PRAISEWORTHY

Cabrillo Theatre Fest a grand affair

The amazing Cabrillo Theatre Festival 2013 is a collaboration of students with seasoned directors, actors, and sound and lighting designers from the community for a grand run! As an audience member who saw four thought-provoking and/or hilarious plays at the festival, I can attest that I left each show with more curiosity and questions about life than when I entered. Good theater wakes us up and gets us to think and feel! It was not a case of “supporting your local community college” but rather a case of “Nine plays! Well done, and in my own backyard! What could be more delightful?”

MARILYN SCHULTZ, Watsonville

Kudos to Cabrillo baseball and softball

Congrats to both the Cabrillo baseball and softball teams! I was treated to entertaining action on both diamonds recently. The playoffs were filled with excitement, tension and drama. The baseball team, led by their upbeat coach, demonstrated resolve, focus and an uncanny belief in themselves in taking 2 of 3 in the opening round. Coaching against Bob Kittle while he coached Santa Cruz High School was never an easy task as he was one of the most prepared and difficult coaches to beat in the SCCAL. Indeed, any parent would be fortunate to have their son play for Bob. He is dedicated, knowledgeable, savvy and positive. Nobody works harder to elevate his players to the next level. My fellow locals, we have diamonds in the rough here: Cabrillo sports and Cabrillo summer theater all at reasonable rates in beautiful venues! Support your locals.

WILL GUILFORD, Watsonville